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Universal Consistency, the convergence to the minimum possible error rate in
learning through genetic programming (GP), and Code bloat,the excessive in-
crease of code size, are important issues in GP. This paper proposes a theoret-
ical analysis of universal consistency and code bloat in theframework of sym-
bolic regression in GP, from the viewpoint of Statistical Learning Theory, a well
grounded mathematical toolbox for Machine Learning. Two kinds of bloat must
be distinguished in that context, depending whether the targe function has finite
description length or not. Then, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of programs
is computed, and we prove that a parsimonious fitness ensuresUniversal Consis-
tency (i.e. the fact that the solution minimizing the empirical error does converge
to the best possible error when the number of examples goes toinfinity). However,
it is proved that the standard method consisting in choosinga maximal program
size depending on the number of examples might still result in programs of in-
finitely increasing size with their accuracy; a fitness biased by parsimony pressure
is proposed. This fitness avoids unnecessary bloat while nevrtheless preserving
the Universal Consistency.
1 Introduction
Universal Consistency denotes the convergence of the errorrate, in expectation on the
unknown distribution of examples, to the optimal one. Despite it’s a fundamental el-
ement of learning, it has not been widely studied yet in Genetic Programming (GP).
Its restricted version, consistency, i.e. convergence to the optimum when the optimum
lies in the search space, has not been more studied. Code bloat (or code growth) de-
notes the growth of program size during the course of GeneticProgramming runs. It
has been identified as a key problem in GP from the very beginning [7], and to any
variable length representations based learning algorithm[8]. It is today a well studied
phenomenon, and empirical solutions have been proposed to address the issues of code
bloat (see section 2). However, very few theoretical studies have addressed the issue of
bloat. The purpose of this paper is to provide some theoretical insights into the bloat
phenomenon and its link with universal consistency, in the context of symbolic regres-
sion by GP, from the Statistical Learning Theory viewpoint [19]. Statistical Learning
Theory is a recent, yet mature, area of Machine Learning thatprovides efficient theo-
retical tools to analyse aspects of learning accuracy and algorithm complexity. Our goal
is both to perform an in-depth analysis of bloat and to provide appropriate solutions
to avoid it. The paper is organized as follows : in the sectionbelow, we briefly survey
some explanations for code bloat that have been proposed in the literature, and provide
an informal description of our results from a GP perspectivebefore discussing their
interest for the GP practitioner. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the basic results
of Learning Theory that will be used in Section 3 to formally prove all the advertised
results. Finally, section 5 discusses the consequences of those heoretical results for GP
practitioners and gives some perspectives about this work.
The several theories that intend to explain code bloat are :
- the introns theory states that code bloat acts as a protective mechanismi order
to avoid the destructive effects of operators once relevantsolutions have been found
[14, 13, 3]. Introns are pieces of code that have no influence othe fitness: either sub-
programs that are never executed, or sub-programs which have no effect;
- the fitness causes bloattheory relies on the assumption that there is a greater prob-
ability to find a bigger program with the same behavior (i.e. semantically equivalent)
than to find a shorter one. Thus, once a good solution is found,programs naturally tends
to grow because of fitness pressure [10]. This theory states that code bloat is operator-
independent and may happen for any variable length representation-based algorithm.
As a consequence, code bloat is not to be limited to population-based stochastic al-
gorithm (such as GP), but may be extended to many algorithms using variable length
representation [8];
- theremoval biastheory states that removing longer sub-programs is more tacky than
removing shorter ones (because of possible destructive consequence), so there is a nat-
ural bias that benefits to the preservation of longer programs [17].
While it is now considered that each of these theories somewhat captures part of
the problem [2], there has not been any definitive global explanation of the bloat phe-
nomenon. At the same time, no definitive practical solution has been proposed that
would avoid the drawbacks of bloat (increasing evaluation tme of large trees) while
maintaining the good performances of GP on difficult problems. Some common so-
lutions rely either on specific operators (e.g. size-fair crossover [9], or different Fair
Mutation [11]), on some parsimony-based penalization of the fitness [18] or on abrupt
limitation of the program size such as the one originally used by Koza [7]. Some other
more particular solutions have been proposed but are not widely used yet [15, 16, 12].
In this paper, we prove, under some sufficient conditions, that e solution given
by GP actually converges, when the number of examples goes toinfinity, toward the
actual function used to generate the examples. This property is known in Statistical
Learning asUniversal Consistency. Note that this notion is a slightly different from
that of Universal Approximation, that people usually referto when doing symbolic
regression in GP: because polynomial for instance are knownt be able to approximate
any continuous function, GP search using operators{+, ∗} is also assumed to be able
to approximate any continuous function. However, Universal Consistency is concerned
with the behavior of the algorithm when the number of examples goes to infinity: being
able to find a polynomial that approximates a given function at any arbitrary precision
does not imply that any interpolation polynomial built froman arbitrary set of sample
points will converge to that given function when the number of p ints goes to infinity.
But going back to bloat, and sticking to the polynomial example, it is also clear
that the degree of the interpolation polynomial of a set of examples increases linearly
with the number of examples. This leads us to start our bloat an lysis by defining two
kinds of bloat. On the one hand, we define thestructural bloat as the code bloat that
unavoidably takes place when no optimal solution (i.e. no function that exactly matches
all possible examples) is approximated by the search space.In such a situation, optimal
solutions of increasing accuracy will also exhibit an increasing complexity, as larger
and larger code will be generated in order to better approximate the target function.
The extreme case of structural bloat has also been demonstrated in [6]. The authors use
some polynomial functions of increasing difficulty, and demonstrate that a precise fit
can only be obtained through an increased bloat (see also [4]f r related issues about
problem complexity in GP). On the other hand, we define thefunctional bloat as the
bloat that takes place when programs length keeps on growingeven though an optimal
solution (of known complexity) does lie in the search space.In order to clarify this
point, let us use a simple symbolic regression problem defined as follow : given a setS
of examples, the goal is to find a functionf (here, a GP-tree) that minimized the Least
Square Error (or LSE). If we intend to approximate a polynomial (ex. :14∗x2), we may
observe code bloat since it is possible to find arbitrarily long polynomials that gives the
exact solution (ex. :14 ∗ x2 + 0 ∗ x3 + ...). Most of the works cited in section 1 are
in fact concerned with functional bloat which is the simplest, yet already problematic,
kind of bloat.
Overview of results. In section 3, we shall investigate the Universal Consistency
of Genetic Programming, and study in detail structural and functional bloat that might
take place when searching program spaces using GP.
A formal and detailed definition of the program space in GP is given in Lemma 1, sec-
tion 3, and two types of results will then be derived: i)Universal Consistencyresults,
i.e. does the probability of misclassification of the solution given by GP converges to
the optimal probability of misclassification when the number of examples goes to in-
finity? ii) Bloat-related results, first regarding structural bloat, and second with respect
to functional bloat in front of various types of fitness penaliz tion and/or bounds on the
complexity of the programs.
Let us now state precisely, yet informally, our main results. First, as already men-
tioned, we will precisely define the set of programs under examin tion, and prove that
such a search space fulfills the conditions of the standard theorems of Statistical Learn-
ing Theory listed in Section 2. Second, applying those theorems will immediately lead
to a first Universal Consistency result for GP, provided thatsome penalization for com-
plexity is added to the fitness (Theorem 3). Third: the first bloat-related result, Propo-
sition 4, unsurprisingly proves that if no optimal functionbelongs to the search space,
then converging to the optimal error implies an infinite increase of bloat. Fourth, theo-
rem 5 is also a negative result about bloat, as it proves that even if the optimal function
belongs to the search space, minimizing the LSE alone might lead to bloat (i.e. the com-
plexity of the empirical solutions goes to infinity with the sample size). Finally, the last
two theorems (5’ and 6) are the best positive results one could expect considering the
previous findings: it is possible to carefully adjust the parsimony pressure so as to ob-
tain both Universal Consistency and bounds on the complexity of the empirical solution
(i.e. no bloat). Section 4 discuss some properties of alterna solutions for complexity
penalization : cross-validation or hold out, with various pairing of data sets.
Note that, though all proofs in Section 3 will be stated and proved in the context of
classification (i.e. find a function fromRd into {0, 1}), their generalization to regression
(i.e. find a function fromRd into R) is straightforward.
Discussion The first limit of our work is the fact that all these results consider that
GP finds a program which is empirically the best, in the sense that given a set of ex-
amples and a fitness function based on the Least Square Error (and possibly including
some parsimony penalization), it will be assumed that GP does find one program in that
search space that minimizes this fitness — and it is the behavior of this ideal solution,
which is a random function of the number of examples, that is theoretically studied.
Of course, we all know that GP is not such an ideal search procedure, and hence such
results might look rather far away from GP practice, where the user desperately tries to
find a program that gives a reasonably low empirical approximation error. Nevertheless,
Universal Consistency is vital for the practitioner too: indeed, it would be totally point-
less to fight to approximate an empirically optimal functionwithout any guarantee that
this empirical optimum is anywhere close to the ideal optimal solution we are in fact
looking for. Furthermore, the bloat-related results give some useful hints about the type
of parsimony that has a chance to efficiently fight the unwanted bloat, while maintain-
ing the Universal Consistency property – though some actualexperiments will have to
be run to confirm the usefulness of those theoretical hints.
2 Elements of Learning theory
In the frameworks of regression and classification, Statistical Learning Theory [19] is
concerned with giving some bounds on the generalization error (i.e. the error on yet
unseen data points) in terms of the actual empirical error (the LSE error above) and
some fixed quantity depending only on the search space. More precisely, we will use
here the notion ofVapnik-Chervonenkis dimension(in short, VCdim) of a space of
functions. Roughly, VC-dim provides bounds on the differenc between the empirical
error and the generalization error.
Consider a set ofs examples(xi, yi)i∈{1,...,s}. These examples are drawn from
a distributionP on the couple(X, Y ). They are independent identically distributed,
Y = {0, 1} (classification problem), and typicallyX = Rd for some dimensiond.
For any functionf , define thelossL(f) to be the expectation of| (X) − Y |. Sim-
ilarly, define theempirical lossL̂(f) as the loss observed on the examples:L̂(f) =
1
s
∑
i |f(xi)− yi|.
Finally, defineL∗, theBayes error, as the smallest possible generalization error for any
mapping fromX to {0, 1}.
The following 4 theorems are well-known in the Statistical Learning community:
Theorem A [5, Th. 12.8, p206] :ConsiderF a family of functions from a domain
X to {0, 1} andV its VC-dimension. Then, for anyǫ > 0
P ( sup
P∈F
|L(P )− L̂(P )| ≥ ǫ) ≤ 4 exp(4ǫ + 4ǫ2)s2V exp(−2sǫ2)
and for anyδ ∈]0, 1]P ( sup
P∈F
|L(P )− L̂(P )| ≥ ǫ(s, V, δ)) ≤ δ
whereǫ(s, V, δ) =
√
4−log(δ/(4s2V ))
2s−4 .
Interpretation : In a family of finite VC-dimension, the empirical errors and the
generalization errors are probably closely related.
Other forms of this theorem have nol g(n) factor ; they are known as Alexander’s
bound, but the constant is so large that this result is not better than the result above
unlesss is huge ([5, p207]): ifs ≥ 64/ǫ2,
P ( sup
P∈F
|L(P )− L̂(P )| ≥ ǫ) ≤ 16(
√
sǫ)4096V exp(−2sǫ2)
We classically derive the following result from theorem A:
Theorem A’ : Consider Fs for s ≥ 0 a family of func-
tions from a domain X to {0, 1} and Vs its VC-dimension. Then,
supP∈Fs |L(P )− L̂(P )| → 0 ass→∞
almost surely wheneverVs = o(s/ log(s)).
Interpretation : The maximal difference between the empirical error and the gen-
eralization error goes almost surely to0 if the VC-dimension is finite.
Proof :
We use the classical Borell-Cantelli lemma1, for anyǫ ∈ [0, 1] :
∑
s≥64/ǫ2
P (|L(P )− L̂(P )| > ǫ) ≤ 16
∑
s≥64/ǫ2
(
√
sǫ)4096Vs exp(−2sǫ2)
≤ 16
∑
s≥64/ǫ2
exp(4096Vs(log(
√
s) + log(ǫ))− 2sǫ2)
which is finite as soon asVs = o(s/ log(s)). 
Theorem B in [5, Th. 18.2, p290] :LetF1, . . . ,Fk . . . with finite VC-dimensions
V1, . . . , Vk, . . . Let F = ∪nFn. Then, being givens examples, consider̂P ∈ Fs
minimizing the empirical risk̂L amongFs. Then, ifVs = o(s/log(s)) andVs →∞,
P (L(P̂ ) ≤ L̂(P̂ ) + ǫ(s, Vs, δ)) ≥ 1− δ
P (L(P̂ ) ≤ inf
P∈Fs
L(P ) + 2ǫ(s, Vs, δ)) ≥ 1− δ
andL(P̂ )→ inf
P∈F
L(P ) a.s.
Note that for a well chosen family of functions (typically, programs),
infP∈F L(P ) = L
∗ for any distribution ; so, theorem B leads to universal consistency
(i.e.∀P ; L(P̂ )→ L∗), for a well-chosen family of functions.
1 If
P
n
P (Xn > ǫ) is finite for anyǫ > 0 andXn > 0, thenXn → 0 almost surely.
Interpretation : If the VC-dimension increases slowly enough as a function ofthe
number of examples, then the generalization error goes to the ptimal one. If the fam-
ily of functions is well-chosen, this slow increase of VC-dimension leads to universal
consistency.
In the following theorem, we used′, t′, q′ instead ofd, t, q for the sake of notations
in a corollary below.
Theorem C (8.14 and 8.4 in [1]) :Let H = {x 7→ h(a, x); a ∈ Rd′} whereh
can be computed with at mostt′ operations amongα 7→ exp(α) ; +, −, ×, / ; jumps
conditioned on>,≥, =,≤, = ; output0 ; output1. Then : V Cdim(H) ≤
t′2d′(d′ + 19 log2(9d
′)) .
Furthermore, ifexp(.) is used at mostq′ times, and if there are at mostt′ operations
executed among arithmetic operators, conditional jumps, exponentials,
π(H, m) ≤ 2(d′(q′+1))2/2(9d′(q′ + 1)2t)5d′(q′+1)(em(2t′ − 2)/d′)d′
whereπ(H, m) is themth shattering coefficient ofH , and hence
V Cdim(H) ≤ (d′(q′ + 1))2 + 11d′(q′ + 1)(t′ + log2(9d′(q′ + 1)))
Finally, if q′ = 0 thenV Cdim(H) ≤ 4d′(t′ + 2).
Interpretation : The VC-dimension of the set of the possible parametrizations of a
program as defined above is bounded.
Theorem D : structural risk minimization, [19], [5] p. 294. Let F1, . . . , Fk
. . . with finite VC-dimensionsV1, . . . , Vk, . . . Let F = ∪nFn. Assume that all dis-
tribution lead toLF = L∗ whereL∗ is the optimal possible error (spaces of func-
tions ensuring this exist). Then, givens examples, considerf ∈ F minimizing
L̂(f) +
√
32
s V (f) log(e× s), whereV (f) is Vk with k minimal such thatf ∈ Fk.
Then :
• if additionally one optimal function belongs toFk, then for anys and ǫ such that
Vk log(e × s) ≤ sǫ2/512, the generalization error is lower thanǫ with probability at
most ∆ exp(−sǫ2/128) + 8sVk × exp(−sǫ2/512) where∆ = ∑∞j=1 exp(−Vj) is
assumed finite.
• the generalization error, with probability1, converges toL∗.
Interpretation : The optimization of a compromise between empirical accuracy
and regularization lead to the same properties as in theoremB, plus a stronger conver-
gence rate property.
3 Results
This section presents in details results surveyed above. Thy make an intensive use of
the results of Statistical Learning Theory presented in theprevious section.
More precisely, Lemma 1 defines precisely the space of programs considered here,
and carefully shows that it satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems A-C. This allows us to
evaluate the VC-dimension of sets of programs, stated in Theorem 2. Then, announced
results are derived. Finally, next we propose a new approachcombining an a priori
limit on VC-dimension (i.e.size limit) and a complexity penalization (i.e.parsimony
pressure) and state in theorem 6 that this leads to both universal consiste cy and con-
vergence to an optimal complexity of the program (i.e.no bloat).
We first prove the following
Lemma 1 : Let F be the set of functions which can be computed with at mostt
operations among :
• operationsα 7→ exp(α) (at mostq times);
• operations+,−,×, / ;
• jumps conditioned on>,≥, =,≤, = ;
and
• output0 ;
• output1 ;
• labels for jumps ;
• at mostm constants ;
• at mostz variables
by a program with at mostn lines. We notelog2(x) the integer part (ceil) of
log(x)/ log(2). ThenF is included inH as defined in theorem C, for a givenP with
t′ = t + t max(3 + log2(n) + log2(z), 7 + 3 log2(z)) + n(11 + max(9log2(z), 0) +
max(3log2(z)− 3, 0)), q′ = q, d′ = 1 + m.
Interpretation : This lemma states that a family of programs as defined above is
included in the parametrizations of one well-chosen program. This replaces a family
of programs by one parametric program, and it will be useful for the computation of
VC-dimension of a family of programs by theorem C.
Proof : In order to prove this result, we define below a program as in theorem above
that can emulate any of these programs, with at mostt′ = t + t max(3 + log2(n) +
log2(z), 7 + 3 log2(z)) + n(11 + max(9log2(z), 0) + max(3log2(z)− 3, 0)), q′ = q,
d′ = 1 + m.
The program is as follows :
• label ”inputs”
• initialize variable(1) at valuex(1)
• initialize variable(2) at valuex(2)
• . . .
• initialize variable(dim(x)) at valuex(dim(x))
• label ”constants”
• initialize variable(dim(x) + 1) at valuea1
• initialize variable(dim(x) + 2) at valuea2
• . . .
• initialize variable(dim(x) + m) at valueam
• label ”Decode the program into c”
• operation decode c
• label ”Line 1”
• operationc(1, 1) with variablesc(1, 2) andc(1, 3) andc(1, 4)
• label ”Line 2”
• operationc(2, 1) with variablesc(2, 2) andc(2, 3) andc(2, 4)
• . . .
• label ”Line n”
• operationc(n, 1) with variablesc(n, 2)andc(n, 3) andc(n, 4)
• label ”output 0”
• output 0
• label ”output 1”
• output 1
”operation decode c” can be developed as follows. Indeed, weneedm real numbers,
for parameters, and4n integersc(., .), that we will encode as only one real number in
[0, 1] as follows :
1. lety ∈ [0, 1]
2. for eachi ∈ [1, . . . n] :
• c(i, 1) = 0
• y = y ∗ 2
• if (y > 1) then{ c(i, 1) = 1 ; y = y − 1 }
• y = y ∗ 2
• if (y > 1) then{ c(i, 1) = c(i, 1) + 2 ; y = y − 1 }
• y = y ∗ 2
• if (y > 1) then{ c(i, 1) = c(i, 1) + 4 ; y = y − 1 }
3. for eachj ∈ [2, 4] andi ∈ [1, . . . n] :
• c(i, j) = 0
• y = y ∗ 2
• if (y > 1) then{ c(i, j) = 1 ; y = y − 1 }
• y = y ∗ 2
• if (y > 1) then{ c(i, j) = c(i, j) + 2 ; y = y − 1 }
• y = y ∗ 2
• if (y > 1) then{ c(i, j) = c(i, j) + 4 ; y = y − 1 }
• . . .
• y = y ∗ 2
• if (y > 1) then{ c(i, j) = c(i, j) + 2log2(z)−1 ; y = y − 1 }
The cost of this isn × (3 + max(3 × log2(z), 0)) ”if then”, and n × (3 +
max(3 × log2(z), 0)) operators×, andn(2 + max(3(log2(z) − 1), 0)) operators+,
and n × (3 + max(3 × log2(z), 0)) operators−. The overall sum is bounded by
n(11 + max(9 log2(z), 0) + max(3log2(z)− 3, 0)).
The result then derives from the rewriting of ”operationc(i, 1) with variables c(i,2)
and c(i,3)”. This expression can be developed as follows:
• if c(i, 1) == 0 then goto ”output1”
• if c(i, 1) == 1 then goto ”output 0”
• if c(i, 2) == 1 thenc = variable(1)
• if c(i, 2) == 2 thenc = variable(2)
• . . .
• if c(i, 2) == z thenc = variable(z)
• if c(i, 1) == 7 then goto ”Linec” (must be encoded by dichotomy with
log2(n) lines)
• if c(i, 1) == 6 then goto ”exponential(i)”
• if c(i, 3) == 1 thenb = variable(1)
• if c(i, 3) == 2 thenb = variable(2)
• . . .
• if c(i, 3) == z thenb = variable(z)
• if c(i, 1) == 2 thena = c + b
• if c(i, 1) == 3 thena = c− b
• if c(i, 1) == 4 thena = c× b
• if c(i, 1) == 5 thena = c/b
• if c(i, 4) == 1 thenvariable(1) = a
• if c(i, 4) == 2 thenvariable(2) = a
• . . .
• if c(i, 4) == z thenvariable(z) = a
• label ”endOfInstruction(i)”
For each such instruction, at the end of the program, we add three lines of the fol-
lowing form :
• label ”exponential(i)”
• a = exp(c)
• goto ”endOfInstruction(i)”
Each sequence of the form ”if x=... then” (p times) can be encoded by dichotomy
with log2(p) tests ”if ... then goto”. Hence, the expected result. 
Theorem 2 : Let F be the set of programs as in lemma 1, whereq′ ≥ q,
t′ ≥ t + t max(3 + log2(n) + log2(z), 7 + 3 log2(z)) + n(11 + max(9log2(z), 0) +
max(3log2(z)− 3, 0)), d′ ≥ 1 + m.
V Cdim(H) ≤ t′2d′(d′ + 19 log2(9d′))
V Cdim(H) ≤ (d′(q′ + 1))2 + 11d′(q′ + 1)(t′ + log2(9d′(q′ + 1)))
If q = 0 (no exponential) thenV Cdim(H) ≤ 4d′(t′ + 2).
Interpretation : interesting and natural families of programs have finite VC-
dimension. Effective methods can associate a VC-dimensionto these families of pro-
grams.
Proof : Just plug Lemma 1 in Theorem C. 
We now consider how to use such results in order to ensure universal consistency.
First, we show why simple empirical minimization (consisting in choosing one function
such that̂L is minimum) does not ensure consistency. Precisely, we statth , for some
distribution of examples, and some i.i.d sequence of examples(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn),
there existsP1, . . . , Pn, . . . such that
∀i ∈ [[1, n]]Pn(xi) = yi
and however
∀n ∈ NP (f(x) = y) = 0.
The proof is as follows. Consider the distribution withx uniformly drawn in[0, 1] and
y constant equal to1. ConsiderPn the program that compares its entry tox1, x2, . . . ,
xn, and outputs1 if the entry is equal toxj for somej ≤ n, and0 otherwise else. With
probability1, this program output0, whereasy = 1 with probability1.
We therefore conclude that minimizing the empirical risk isnot enough for ensuring
any satisfactory form of consistency. Let’s now show that structural risk minimization,
i.e. taking into accound a penalization for complex structures, can do the job, i.e. ensure
universal consistency, and fast convergence when the solution can be written within
finite complexity.
Theorem 3 : Considerqf , tf , mf , nf andzf integer sequences, non-decreasing
functions off . DefineVf = V Cdim(Hf ), whereHf is the set of programs with at
mosttf lines executed, withzf variables,nf lines,qf exponentials, andmf constants.
Then withq′f = qf , t
′
f = tf + tf max(3+log2(nf )+log2(zf ), 7+3 log2(zf ))+
nf (11 + max(9log2(zf ), 0) + max(3log2(zf )− 3, 0)), d′f = 1 + mf ,
Vf = (d
′
f (q
′
f + 1))
2 + 11d′f (q
′
f + 1)(t
′
f + log2(9d
′
f (q
′
f + 1)))
or, if ∀f qf = 0 then defineVf = 4d′f (t′f + 2).
Then, being givens examples, considerf ∈ F minimizing L̂(f) +
√
32
s V (f) log(e× s), whereV (f) is the min of allk such thatf ∈ Fk.
Then, if∆ =
∑∞
j=1 exp(−Vj) is finite,
– the generalization error, with probability1, converges toL∗.
– if one optimal rule belongs toFk, then for anys andǫ such thatVk log(e × s) ≤
sǫ2/512, the generalization error is lower thanL∗ + ǫ with probability at most
∆ exp(−sǫ2/128) + 8sVk × exp(−sǫ2/512) where∆ = ∑∞j=1 exp(−Vj) is as-
sumed finite.
Interpretation : Genetic programming for bi-class classification, providedthat
structural risk minimization is performed, is universallyconsistent and verifies some
convergence rate properties.
Proof : Just plug theorem D in theorem 2. 
We now prove the non-surprising fact that if it is possible toapproximate the optimal
function (the Bayesian classifier) without reaching it exactly, then the ”complexity” of
the program runs to infinity as soon as there is convergence ofthe generalization error
to the optimal one.
Proposition 4:
ConsiderPs a sequence of functions such thatPs ∈ FV (s), withF1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ F3 ⊂ . . . ,
whereFV is a set of functions fromX to {0, 1} with VC-dimension bounded byV .
DefineLV = infP∈FV L(P ) andV (P ) = inf{V ; P ∈ FV }
and suppose that∀V LV > L∗. Then,(L(Ps) s→∞−→ L∗) =⇒ (V (Ps) s→∞−→ ∞).
Interpretation : This is structural bloat : if your space of programs approximates
but does not contain the optimal function, then bloat occurs.
Proof:
Defineǫ(V ) = LV − L∗. Assume that∀V ǫ(V ) > 0. ǫ is necessarily non-increasing.
ConsiderV0 a positive integer ; let us prove that ifs is large enough, thenV (Ps) ≥
V0.
There existsǫ0 such thatǫ(V0) > ǫ0 > 0.
Fors large enough,L(Ps) ≤ L∗ + ǫ0, henceLVs ≤ L∗ + ǫ0, henceL∗ + ǫ(Vs) ≤
L∗ + ǫ0, henceǫ(Vs) ≤ ǫ0, henceVs > V0. 
We now show that the usual procedure defined below, consisting in defining a max-
imum VC-dimension depending upon the sample size (as usually done in practice and
as recommended by theorem B) and then using a moderate familyof functions, leads to
bloat. With the same hypotheses as in theorem B, we can state
Theorem 5 (bloat theorem for empirical risk minimization wi th relevant VC-
dimension):LetF1, . . . ,Fk . . . non-empty sets of functions with finite VC-dimensions
V1, . . . ,Vk, . . . LetF = ∪nFn. Then, givens examples, consider̂P ∈ Fs minimizing
the empirical riskL̂ in Fs.
¿From Theorem B we already know that ifVs = o(s/log(s)) and Vs → ∞, then
P (L(P̂ ) ≤ L̂(P̂ ) + ǫ(s, Vs, δ)) ≥ 1− δ, andL(P̂ )→ infP∈F L(P ) a.s..
We will now state that ifVs → ∞, and notingV (f) = min{Vk; f ∈ Fk}, then
∀V0, P0 > 0, ∃P , distribution of probability onX andY , such that∃g ∈ F1 such that
L(g) = L∗ and fors sufficiently largeP (V (P̂ ) ≤ V0) ≤ P0.
Interpretation : The result in particular implies that for anyV0, there is a dis-
tribution of examples such that∃g; V (g) = V1 andL(g) = L∗, with probability 1,
V (f̂) ≥ V0 infinitely often ass increases. This shows that bloat can occur if we use
only an abrupt limit on code size, even if this limit depends upon the number of exam-
ples (a fortiori if there’s no limit).
Proof (of the part which is not theorem B) :
Smallest
Error
Complexity Vk
L*
L
Fkin
HatL
V1 V0 Vs of family Fk
Fig. 1. Illustration of the proof. With a largerk, Fk has a smaller best error.
See figure 3 for a figure illustrating the proof. ConsiderV0 > 0 andP0 > 0.
Considerα such that(eα/2α)V0 ≤ P0/2. Considers such thatVs ≥ αV0. Let d =
αV0. Considerx1, . . . , xd d points shattered byFd ; such a family ofd points exist,
by definition ofFd. Define the probability measureP by the fact thatX andY are
independent andP (Y = 1) = 12 andP (X = xi) =
1
d . Then, the following holds, with
Q the empirical distribution (the average of Dirac masses on thexi’s) :
1. no emptyxi’s : P (E1) → 0 whereE1 is the fact that∃i; Q(X = xi) = 0, as
s→∞.
2. no equality :P (E2)→ 0 whereE2 is the fact thatE1 occurs or∃i; Q(Y = 1|X =
xi) =
1
2 .
3. the best function is not inFV0 : P (E3|E2 does not hold) ≤ S(d, d/α)/2d where
E3 is the fact that∃g ∈ Fd/α=V0 ; L̂(g) = infFd L̂, with S(d, d/α) the relevant
shattering coefficient, i.e. the cardinal ofFd/α restricted to{x1, . . . , xd}.
We now only have to use classical results. It is well known in VC-theory that
S(a, b) ≤ (ea/b)b (see for example [5, chap.13]), henceS(d, d/α) ≤ (ed/(d/α))d/α
andP (E3|E2 does not hold) ≤ (eα)d/α/2d ≤ P0/2. If n is sufficiently large to ensure
thatP (E2) ≤ P0/2 (we have proved above thatP (E2)→ 0 ass→∞) then
P (E3) ≤ P (E3|¬E2)×P (¬E2)+P (E2) ≤ P (E3|¬E2)+P (E2) ≤ P0/2+P0/2 ≤ P0

We now show that, on the other hand, it is possible to optimizea compromise be-
tween optimality and complexity in an explicit manner (e.g., replacing 1 % precision
with 10 lines of programs or10 minutes of CPU) :
Theorem 5’ (bloat-control theorem for regularized empirical risk minimization
with relevant VC-dimension): LetF1, . . . ,Fk . . . be non-empty sets of functions with
finite VC-dimensionsV1, . . . ,Vk, . . . LetF = ∪nFn. ConsiderW a user-defined com-
plexity penalization term. Then, being givens examples, considerP ∈ Fs minimizing
the regularized empirical risk̂̃L(P ) = L̂(P ) + W (P ) amongFs. If Vs = o(s/log(s))
andVs →∞, thenL̃(P̂ )→ infP∈F L̃(P ) a.s. wherẽL(P ) = L(P ) + W (P ).
Interpretation : Theorem 5’ shows that, using a relevant a priori bound on the
complexity of the program and adding a user-defined complexity penalization to the
fitness, can lead to convergence toward a user-defined compromise ([20, 21]) between
classification rate and program complexity (i.e. we ensure almost sure convergence to
a compromise of the form ”λ1 CPU time +λ2 misclassification rate +λ3 number of
lines”, where theλi are user-defined).
Remark : the drawback of this approach is that we have lost universal consistency
and consistency (in the general case, the misclassificationrate in generalization will
not converge to the Bayes error, and whenever an optimal program exists, we will not
necessarily converge to its efficiency).
Proof : See figure 3 for a figure illustrating the proof.supP∈Fs |
˜̂
L(P )− L̃(P )| ≤
supP∈Fs |L̂(P ) − L(P )| ≤ ǫ(s, Vs) → 0, almost surely, by theorem A’. Hence the
expected result. 
We now turn our attention to a more complicated case where we want to ensure
universal consistency, but we want to avoid a non-necessarybloat ; e.g., we require that
if an optimal program exists in our family of functions, thenwe want to converge to
its error rate, without increasing the complexity of the program. We consider a merge
between regularization and bounding of the VC-dimension ; we penalize the complexity
Complexity Vk
of family Fk
HatL
LTilde
Smallest
Error
Fkin
HatLTilde
L
Fig. 2. Illustration of the proof. With a largerk, Fk has a smaller best error, but the penalization
is stronger than the difference of error.
(e.g., length) of programs by a penalty termR(s, P ) = R(s)R′(P ) depending upon
the sample size and upon the program ;R(., .) is user-defined and the algorithm will
look for a classifier with a small value of bothR′ andL. We study both the universal
consistency of this algorithm (i.e.L→ L∗) and the no-bloat theorem (i.e.R′ → R′(P ∗)
whenP ∗ exists).
Theorem 6 : Let F1, . . . , Fk . . . with finite VC-dimensionsV1, . . . , Vk, . . . Let
F = ∪nFn. Define V (P ) = Vk with k = inf{t|P ∈ Ft}. Define LV =
infP∈FV L(P ). ConsiderVs = o(log(s)) and Vs → ∞. ConsiderP̂ minimiz-
ing ˆ̃L(P ) = L̂(P ) + R(s, P ) in Fs and assume thatR(s, .) ≥ 0. Then (consis-
tency), wheneversupP∈FVs R(s, P ) = o(1), L(P̂ ) → infP∈F L(P ) almost surely
(note that for well chosen family of functions,infP∈F L(P ) = L∗). Moreover, as-
sume that∃P ∗ ∈ FV ∗ L(P ∗) = L∗. Then withR(s, P ) = R(s)R′(P ) and with
R′(s) = supP∈FVs R
′(P ) :
1. non-asymptotic no-bloat theorem :R′(P̂ ) ≤ R′(P ∗) + (1/R(s))2ǫ(s, Vs, δ)
with probability at least1 − δ (this result is in particular interesting for
ǫ(s, Vs, δ)/R(s) → 0, what is possible for usual regularization terms as in theo-
rem D,
2. almost-sure no-bloat theorem : if R(s)s(1−α)/2 = O(1), then almost surely
R′(P̂ ) → R′(P ∗) and if R′(P ) has discrete values (such as the number of in-
structions inP or many complexity measures for programs) then fors sufficiently
large,R′(P̂ ) = R′(P ∗).
3. convergence rate :with probability at least1− δ,
L(P̂ ) ≤ inf
P∈FVs
L(P ) + R(s)R′(s)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=o(1) by hypothesis
+2ǫ(s, Vs, δ)
where ǫ(s, V, δ) =
√
4−log(δ/(4s2V ))
2s−4 is an upper bound onǫ(s, V ) =
supf∈FV |L̂(f)− L(f)| (given by theorem A), true with probability at least1− δ.
Interpretation : Combining a code limitation and a penalization leads to universal
consistency without bloat.
Remarks : The usualR(s, P ) as used in theorem D or theorem 3 provides consis-
tency and non-asymptotic no-bloat. A stronger regularization leads to the same results,
plus almost sure no-bloat. The asymptotic convergence ratedep nds upon the regular-
ization. The result is not limited to genetic programming and could be used in other
areas.
As shown in proposition 4, the no-bloat results require the fact that∃V ∗∃P ∗ ∈
FV ∗ L(P ∗) = L∗.
Interestingly, the convergence rate is reduced when the regularization is increased in
order to get the almost sure no-bloat theorem.
Proof : Defineǫ(s, V ) = supf∈FV |L̂(f)−L(f)|. Let us prove the consistency. For
anyP , L̂(P̂ )+R(s, P̂ ) ≤ L̂(P )+R(s, P ). On the other hand,L(P̂ ) ≤ L̂(P̂ )+ǫ(s, Vs).
So :
L(P̂ ) ≤ ( inf
P∈FVs
(L̂(P ) + R(s, P )))−R(s, P̂ ) + ǫ(s, Vs)
≤ ( inf
P∈FVs
(L(P ) + ǫ(s, Vs) + R(s, P )))−R(s, P̂ ) + ǫ(s, Vs)
≤ ( inf
P∈FVs
(L(P ) + R(s, P ))) + 2ǫ(s, Vs)
asǫ(s, Vs)→ 0 almost surely2 and(infP∈FVs (L(P )+R(s, P )))→ infP∈F L(P ), we
conclude thatL(P̂ )→ infP∈F L(P ) a.s.
We now focus on the proof of the ”no bloat” result :
By definition of the algorithm, fors sufficiently large to ensureP ∗ ∈ FVs , L̂(P̂ ) +
R(s, P̂ ) ≤ L̂(P ∗) + R(s, P ∗) hence with probability at least1− δ,
R′(P̂ ) ≤ R′(P ∗) + (1/R(s))(L∗ + ǫ(s, Vs, δ)− L(P̂ ) + ǫ(s, Vs, δ))
henceR′(P̂ ) ≤ R′(V ∗) + (1/R(s))(L∗ − L(P̂ ) + 2ǫ(s, Vs, δ))
As L∗ ≤ L(P̂ ), this leads to the non-asymptotic version of the no-bloat theorem.
The almost sure no-bloat theorem is derived as follows.
R′(P̂ ) ≤ R′(P ∗) + 1/R(s)(L∗ + ǫ(s, Vs)− L(P̂ ) + ǫ(s, Vs))
henceR′(P̂ ) ≤ R′(P ∗) + 1/R(s)(L∗ − L(P̂ ) + 2ǫ(s, Vs))
R′(P̂ ) ≤ R′(P ∗) + 1/R(s)2ǫ(s, Vs)
All we need is the fact thatǫ(s, Vs)/R(s)→ 0 a.s.
For anyǫ > 0, we consider the probability ofǫ(s, Vs)/R(s) > ǫ, and we sum over
s > 0. By the Borell-Cantelli lemma, the finiteness of this sum is sufficient for the
almost sure convergence to0.
2 See theorem A’
The probability ofǫ(s, Vs)/R(s) > ǫ is the probability ofǫ(s, Vs) > ǫR(s). By
theorem A, this is bounded above byO(exp(2Vs log(s) − 2sǫ2R(s)2)). This has finite
sum forR(s) = Ω(s−(1−α)/2).
Let us now consider the convergence rate. Considers sufficiently large to ensure
LVs = L
∗. As shown above during the proof of the consistency,
L(P̂ ) ≤ ( inf
P∈FVs
(L(P ) + R(s, P ))) + 2ǫ(s, Vs)
≤ ( inf
P∈FVs
(L(P ) + R(s)R′(P ))) + 2ǫ(s, Vs)
≤ inf
P∈FVs
L(P ) + R(s)R′(s) + 2ǫ(s, Vs)
so with probability at least1− δ,
≤ infP∈FVs L(P ) + R(s)R′(s) + 2ǫ(s, Vs, δ) 
4 Extensions
We have studied above :
– the method consisting in minimizing the empirical error, i.e. the error observed on
examples (leading to bloat (this is an a fortiori consequence of theorem 5) without
universal consistency (see remark before theorem 3)) ;
– the method consisting in minimizing the empirical error, i.e. the error observed on
examples, with a hard bound on the complexity (leading to universal consistency
but bloat, see theorem 5) ;
– the method, inspired from (but slightly adapted against bloat) structural risk mini-
mization, consisting in minimizing a compromize between the empirical errorand
a complexity bound including size and computation-time (setheorem 6).
We study the following other cases now :
– the case in which the level of complexity is chosen through resamplings, i.e. cross-
validation or hold out ;
– the case in which the complexity penalization does not include any time bound but
only size bounds ;
We mainly conclude that penalization is necessary, cannot be replaced by cross-
validation, cannot be replaced by hold-out, and must include time-penalization.
4.1 About the use of cross-validation or hold-out for avoiding bloat and choosing
the complexity level
Note UC for universal consistency and ERM for empirical riskminimization. We con-
sidered above different cases :
– evolutionary programming with only ”ERM” fitness ;
– evolutionary programming with ERM+bound (leading to UC + bloat) ;
– evolutionary programming with ERM+penalization+bound (leading to UC without
bloat).
One can now consider some other cases :
– hold out in order to choose between different complexity classes (i.e., in the Pareto-
front corresponding to the compromise between ERM and complexity, choose the
function by hold out) ;
– idem through cross-validation.
This section is devoted to these cases.
First, let’s consider hold-out for choosing the complexitylevel. Consider that the
function can be chosen in many complexity levels,F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ F3 ⊂ . . . , where
Fi 6= Fi+1. NoteL(f, X) the error rate of the functionf in the setX of examples:
L(f, X) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
l(f, Xi)
wherel(f, Xi) = 1 if f fails onXi and0 otherwise. Definefk = arg minFk L(., Xk).
In hold-out,f = fk∗ wherek∗ = arg mink lk wherelk = L(fk, Yk).
In all the sequel, we assume thatf ∈ Fk ⇒ 1−f ∈ Fk and thatV C−dim(Fk)→
∞ ask →∞. We consider that allXk’s andYk ’s have the same sizen.
There are different cases :Xk = Yk and∀k, Xk = X0 is the naive case (studied
above). The case with hold out leads to different cases also :
– Greedy case:all Xk ’s andYk ’s are independent.
– Case with pairing: X0 is independent ofY0, ∀k, Xk = X0 ∧ Yk = Y0.
Case of greedy hold-out.
– consider the case of an outputy independent of the inputx, andP (y = 1) =
P (y = 0) = 12 .
– k∗ = inf{n ∈ N; ln = 0}.
– k∗ is therefore a Poisson law with parameter1/2n. Its expectation is TODO and its
standard deviation is TODO
– therefore, almost surely,k∗ → ∞ asn → ∞. This is shown withonedistribution,
which does not depend upon the number of examples. This happens whereas an
optimal function lies inF0.
Case of hold-out with pairing.
– ConsiderV ∈ N = V C − dim(Fv) with v minimal realizing this condition.
– ConsiderA = {a1, . . . , aV }, a set of points shattered byFv.
– Consider a distribution of examples withx uniform onA andy independent ofx
with P (y = 1) = P (y = 0) = 12 .
– ConsiderP̂X the empirical distribution associated toX andP̂Y the empirical dis-
tribution associated toY .
– Then, asn→∞, with EX = {∃i, P̂X(y = 1|x = ai) = 12}, P (EX)→ 0.
– Then, asn→∞, with EY = {∃i, P̂Y (y = 1|x = ai) = 12}, P (EY )→ 0.
– There is at least one function onA which does not belong inFk−1.
– With probability at least(1 − P (EY ))/2V , this function is optimal forL(., Y0).
– With probability at least(1 − P (EX))/2V , fk is equal to this function.
– Combining the two probabilities above, as the events are indpendent, we see that
with probability at leastp(v, n) = ((1−ǫ(v, n))/2V )2, k∗ ≥ v, whereǫ(v, n)→ 0
asn→∞ :
P (k∗ ≥ v) > p(v, n)
– this implies thefirst result : P (k∗ ≥ v) does not go to0, whereas a function inF0
is optimal.
– Now, let’s consider that we can change the distribution asmoves.
– For n sufficiently large, choosev maximal such thatp(v, n) =≥ 1/n andFv has
VC-dimension greater than the VC-dimension ofFv−1. Consider the distribution
associated tov as above (uniform onA, a set of shattered point).
– ConsiderN = |{n ∈ N; k∗ ≥ v}|.
– N has infinite expectation≤∑n≥n0 1/n.
– Therefore, infinitely often (almost surely),k∗ ≥ v and v → 0, therefore
lim sup k∗ =∞.
We have therefore shown,with a distribution dependent on, thatk∗ → ∞. And
for a distribution that does not depend uponn, thatP (k∗ < v) is lower bounded. In
both cases, an optimal function lies inF0.
We now turn our attention to the case of cross-validation. Weformalize N-cross-
validation as follows :
f ik = arg min
Fk
L(., X ′
i
k)
X ′
i
k = (X
1
k , X
2
k , . . . , X
i−1
k , X
i+1
k , X
i+2
k , . . . , X
N
k ) for i ≤ N
k∗ = arg min
1
N
N∑
i=1
L(f ik, X
i
k)
Greedy cross-validation could be considered as in the case of hold out above. This
leads to the same result (for some distribution,k∗ → ∞). We therefore only consider
cross-validation with pairing :
X ik = X
i
We only consider cross-validation as a method for computingk∗, and not for com-
puting the classifier. We notêPi the empirical law associated toX i.
We considerA a set of points shattered byFv, |A| = V , A not shattered byFv−1.
We considerf ∈ Fv realizing a dichotomy ofA that is not realized byFv−1. We define
Ei the event{∀a ∈ A; P̂i(y = f(a)|x = a) > 12}. We assume that the distribution of
examples is, forx, uniform onA, and fory, independently ofx, uniform on{0, 1}. The
probability of Ei goes to(12 )
|A|. The probability ofE = ∩iEi goes to(12 )N |A| > 0
asn → ∞. In particular, almost surely, infinitely often asn → ∞, E occurs. WhenE
occurs,
– all thef ik are equal tof ;
– for anyg ∈ Fv−1, L(g, X ik) < L(f, X ik) ;
– therefore,k∗ ≥ v.
We therefore have the following result :
Theorem : one can not avoid bloat with only hold-out or cross-validation.
Consider greedy hold-out, hold out with pairing and cross-validation with pairing.
Then,
– for some well-chosen distribution of examples, greedy hold-out almost surely leads
to k∗ →∞ whereas an optimal function lies inF0.
– whatever may beV = V C − dimension(Fv), for some well-chosen distribution,
hold-out with pairing almost surely leads tok∗ > V infinitely often whereas an
optimal function lies inF0.
– whatever may beV = V C − dimension(Fv), for some well-chosen distribution,
cross-validation with pairing almost surely leads tok∗ > V infinitely often whereas
an optimal function lies inF0.
4.2 Is time-complexity required ?
Consider any learning algorithm working on a sequence of i.i.d examples
(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) and outputting a program. We formalize as follows the fact tha
this algorithm does not take into account any form of time-complexity but only the size
of programs :
If the learning program outputsP , then there is not programP ′ with the same length
asP that has a better empirical error rate.
We show in the sequel that such a learning program can not verify convergence
rates as shown in theorem 6, i.e. a guaranteed convergence rate in O(1/
√
n) when an
optimal function has bounded complexity. In the sequel, we assume that the reader is
familiar with statistical learning theory and shattering pro erties ; the interested reader
is referred to [5].
The main element is that theorem C does not hold without bounded time. The fol-
lowing program has bounded length, only one parameterα, but generates asα ∈ R a
family of functions which shatters an infinite set :
– considerx the entry inR andα ∈ R a parameter ;
– if x ≤ 0 then go to FINISH.
– label BEGIN.
– if x > 12 , go to FINISH.
– x← 2x.
– α← 2α.
– PROJECT
– if α > 1 thenα← α− 1 ; goto PROJECT.
– goto BEGIN.
– label FINISH.
– if α ≥ 0.5, output1 and stop.
– output0 and stop.
Consider(α, x) ∈]0, 1]× [0, 1].
This program shiftsα andx to the left untilx > 12 . It then replies1 if and only
if α, after shift, has its first digit equal to1. Therefore, this program can realize any
dichotomy of{ 12 , 14 , 18 , . . . }. This is exactly the definition of the fact that this set is
shattered.
So, we have shown that an family of functions shattering an infi ite set was included
in the set of programs with bounded length.
Now, consider a learning program which has a guaranteed convergence rate in a
family of functions including the family of functions computed by the program above.
Ie, we assume that
Theorem : fitnesses without time-complexity-pressure do not ensure consis-
tency.What ever may be the sequencea1, . . . , an, . . . decreasing to0, there’s no learn-
ing program ensuring that for any distribution of examples such thatP (y = f(x)) = 1
for somef with bounded length, the expectation ofP (Pn(x) 6= y) is O(an).
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a theoretical study of two important issues in Genetic
Programming known as universal consistency and code bloat.We have shown that GP
trees used in symbolic regression (involving the four arithmetic operations, the expo-
nential function, and ephemeral constants, as well as test and jump instructions) could
benefit from classical results from Statistical Learning Theory (thanks to Theorem C
and Lemma 1). This has led to two kinds of original outcomes : i) some results about
Universal Consistency of GP, i.e. almost sure asymptotic convergence to the optimal er-
ror rate, ii) results about the bloat. Both the unavoidable structural bloat in case the ideal
target function does not have a finite description, and the functional bloat, for which we
prove that it can be avoided by simultaneously bounding the length of the programs with
somead hocbound and using some parsimony pressure in the fitness function. Some
negative results have been obtained, too, such as the fact though structural bloat was
known to be unavoidable, functional bloat might indeed happen even when the target
function does lie in the search space, but no parsimony pressur i used. Interestingly,
all those results (both positive and negative) about bloat are also valid in different con-
texts, such as for instance that of Neural Networks (the number of neurons replaces the
complexity of GP programs). Moreover, results presented here are not limited to the
scope of regression problems, but may be applied to variablelength representation al-
gorithms in different contexts such as control or identification tasks. Finally, going back
to the debate about the causes of bloat in practice, it is clear that our results can only
partly explain the actual cause of bloat in a real GP run – and te s to give arguments to
the “fitness causes bloat” explanation [10]. It might be possible to study the impact of
size-preserving mechanisms (e.g. specific variation operators, like size-fair crossover
[9] or fair mutations [11]) as somehow contributing to the regularization term in our
final result ensuring both Universal Consistency and no-bloat.
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